[1] Satellite retrievals of tropospheric composition from measurements of solar backscatter require accurate information about surface reflectivity. We use clear-sky data from the Ozone Monitoring Instrument (OMI) to determine global surface reflectivity under both snow-covered and snow-free conditions at 354 nm. Clear-sky scenes are determined using cloud and aerosol data from the Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer/Aqua satellite instrument that flies 12 min ahead of OMI/Aura. The result is a database of OMI-observed Lambertian equivalent reflectivity (LER) that does not rely on statistical methods to eliminate cloud and aerosol contamination. We apply this database to evaluate previous climatologies of surface reflectivity. Except for regions of seasonal snow cover, agreement is best with a climatology from OMI, which selects the surface reflectivity from a histogram of observed LER (mean difference, 0.0002; standard deviation, 0.011). Three other climatologies of surface reflectivity from Total Ozone Mapping Spectrometer, Global Ozone Monitoring Experiment, and OMI, based on minimum observed LER, are less consistent with our cloud-and aerosol-filtered data set (mean difference, −0.008, 0.012, and −0.002; standard deviation, 0.022, 0.026, and 0.033). Snow increases the sensitivity of solar backscatter measurements at ultraviolet and visible wavelengths to trace gases in the lower troposphere. However, all four existing LER climatologies poorly represent seasonal snow. Surface reflectivity over snow-covered lands depends strongly on the vegetation type covering the surface. The monthly variation of snow-covered reflectivity varies by less than 0.1 in fall and winter. Applying our snow-covered surface reflectivity database to OMI NO 2 retrievals could change the retrieved NO 2 column by 20%-50% over large regions with seasonal snow cover.
Introduction
[2] Satellite observations provide global information about atmospheric constituents that is valuable to improve our understanding of climate and air quality. Measurements of solar backscattered radiation at ultraviolet and visible (UV-Vis) wavelengths from instruments such as Total Ozone Mapping Spectrometer (TOMS), Global Ozone Monitoring Experiment (GOME), GOME-2, Scanning Imaging Absorption Spectrometer for Atmospheric Cartography (SCIA-MACHY), and Ozone Monitoring Instrument (OMI) have been applied to retrieve many important atmospheric constituents including O 3 , NO 2 , HCHO, SO 2 , BrO, clouds, and aerosols [Wagner et al., 2008] . These UV-Vis satellite observations provide valuable insight into the tropospheric composition of remote regions [Krueger, 1983; Fishman et al., 1991; Chance, 1998; Richter and Burrows, 2002] , into trace gas emissions [Beirle et al., 2003; Martin et al., 2003; Palmer et al., 2003; Müller and Stavrakou, 2005; Richter et al., 2005; Boersma et al., 2008] , and into surface air quality [Fishman et al., 2008; Lamsal et al., 2008; Martin, 2008] . However, accurate description of the surface reflectivity is needed for retrievals of trace gases, clouds, and aerosol in the UV-Vis.
[3] The retrieval of trace gas abundances commonly begins with a spectral fit that is applied to distinctive absorption bands in the measured reflectance spectra [Stutz and Platt, 1996; Chance, 2006] . The observed absorption is used to calculate the slant column (SC), a measure of the total amount of trace gas along the path of the backscattered sunlight captured by the satellite instrument. A slant column is converted into a vertical column (VC), the integrated column above the surface, through use of an air mass factor (AMF) such that VC = SC/AMF [Palmer et al., 2001] . The AMF accounts for the varying vertical sensitivity of the measurement, which depends on the light path through the atmosphere, the surface reflectivity, the trace gas vertical profile, clouds, and aerosols. In practice, the AMF is estimated using imperfect knowledge of these parameters and radiative transfer in the atmosphere.
[4] Previous studies have found a high sensitivity of the retrieval to surface reflectivity. Lee et al. [2009] estimate an error of 10%-20% in their SO 2 columns for an error of 0.02 in the surface reflectivity over land. For this same error in the surface reflectivity, Boersma et al. [2004] estimate an error of 15% in the derived tropospheric NO 2 column for polluted scenes. For a typical scene, Koelemeijer et al. [2001] estimate an error of 0.02 in the cloud fraction due to an error of 0.02 in the surface reflectivity. The reflectivity of snow is an important parameter in satellite-based estimation of surface UV irradiance [Krotkov et al., 2001] .
[5] Several global climatologies of surface reflectivity have been created from long-term data sets of measured radiances from TOMS , GOME [Koelemeijer et al., 2003] , and OMI [Kleipool et al., 2008] . Statistics are applied to the long-term data set to remove the effects of clouds and aerosols from measured reflectivity. This statistical cloud screening could lead to ambiguity in the absolute surface reflectivity. The NASA A-Train is a formation of several specialized satellites flying in close proximity which includes the instruments OMI and Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS). The wealth of information provided by these instruments over the same locations at nearly the same time grants an unprecedented opportunity to infer surface reflectivity, without statistical methods to eliminate clouds, and to evaluate the above data sets.
[6] Clouds and the surface often are modeled as opaque Lambertian reflectors for the purpose of satellite retrievals [Acarreta et al., 2004] . In this approach, the wavelength specific, normalized backscattered radiance at the top of the atmosphere I TOA is given by [Davé, 1964, equation 6.16; Joiner and Vasilkov, 2006] 
where R is the Lambertian equivalent reflectivity (LER) of the cloud or surface, I g is the total irradiance reaching the surface, g is the transmittance of the atmosphere to reflected radiance, and S b is the fraction of the reflected irradiance (or flux) that the atmosphere scatters back toward the reflector. The independent pixel approximation is used to deal with partially cloudy scenes. In this approximation, the total observed radiance (I Total ) is the sum of the top of atmosphere (TOA) radiances of the clear (I clear ) and cloudy (I cloud ) subpixels weighted by a cloud fraction ( f ). The total observed radiance is then expressed as
For UV-Vis trace gas retrievals, the cloud fraction is determined by comparing the observed TOA radiance to the modeled clear-sky TOA radiance based on the climatological surface reflectivity. A deficit in the modeled TOA radiance is accounted for by clouds (which are typically more reflective than the surface). In practice, a small, highly reflective cloud and a large, semitransparent cloud with the same total reflectivity are indistinguishable. For this reason, the reflectivity of the modeled cloud is fixed and only the cloud fraction is allowed to vary. The cloud fraction (or effective cloud fraction) is thus a combination of the true geometrical cloud fraction and the cloud reflectivity. Typical choices for the cloud reflectivity are 0.6 and 0.8, which correspond to optically thick (highly reflective) clouds. An optimal Lambertian cloud model will approximate the transmission and reflection of a real cloud . Snow cover poses a significant challenge for solar backscatter measurements of trace gases, as it can greatly change the radiative properties of the surface on short time scales (hours). The lack of contrast between snow and cloud in the UV-Vis also makes it difficult to infer cloud cover. [7] In this work, we use cloud-and aerosol-filtered observations from OMI to determine global surface reflectivity under both snow-covered and snow-free conditions. Section 2 provides a brief description of the satellite instruments and data sets used in our analysis. Section 3 describes our cloud and aerosol screening techniques and applies them to retrieve the global surface reflectivity. Section 4 assesses the surface reflectivity over snow-covered lands. Section 5 investigates the implications of our snow-covered surface reflectivity on UV-Vis trace gas retrievals using NO 2 as an example.
Instruments and Data
[8] The Ozone Monitoring Instrument (OMI) is a Dutch/ Finnish imaging spectrograph that measures the solar and Earth radiance spectrum from 270 to 500 nm [Levelt et al., 2006] . OMI has a ground pixel resolution of 13 km × 24 km at nadir and a 114°swath, which allows for daily global coverage. OMI is on board the NASA Aura satellite that launched in July 2004. Aura is part of the A-Train constellation of satellites in polar orbits with equator crossing times near 1330 local time.
[9] NO 2 is retrieved from OMI measurements over 405-465 nm where NO 2 absorbs strongly, and there is little interference from other trace gases. Two OMI NO 2 products exist, the standard product [Bucsela et al., 2006] and the DOMINO product [Boersma et al., 2007] . There are also two OMI cloud products [Acarreta et al., 2004; Joiner and Vasilkov, 2006] . Both NO 2 retrievals use a cloud product based on absorption from the O 2 -O 2 collision complex (OMCLDO2) [Acarreta et al., 2004; Sneep et al., 2008] . The currently available Collection 3 products originally used surface LERs taken from the climatology of Koelemeijer et al. [2001] , based on 5.5 years of GOME measurements. Use of the Kleipool et al. [2008] LER climatology has been implemented as of orbit number 24349 (11 February 2009) in both NO 2 products and is planned for future versions of the NO 2 products.
[10] The OMI cloud and NO 2 retrievals use the near realtime ice concentration and snow extent (NISE) data set (Nolin et al. [1998] , updated daily) to infer snow coverage.
The NISE data set uses microwave measurements from the Special Sensor Microwave/Imager (SSM/I) instrument on board the DMSP F13 satellite. Because of its near-polar, Sun-synchronous orbit, the frequency of observations by the SSM/I is greater than 1/d above 55°. The principle of the snow detection algorithm is based on the scattering of microwave radiation, emitted from the underlying soil, by snow grains Brodzik, 2001, 2002; Chang et al., 2002] . Wet snow emits microwave radiation similar to the underlying surface and so is not detected in this way. The NISE data set has not been validated but is known to consistently miss thin snow cover. A snow flag is provided in the OMI product, which indicates if a scene contains dry snow according to the NISE data set. For many scenes flagged as dry snow by the NISE data set, the current OMI cloud and NO 2 retrievals replace the climatological surface LER with a value of 0.6 to account for increased reflectivity due to snow.
[11] The Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) is an instrument currently on board two NASA satellites, Terra and Aqua. MODIS measures radiances in 36 spectral bands from 0.415 to 14.235 mm at high spatial resolution [Salomonson et al., 1989] . The nadir spatial resolution varies between bands from 250 to 1 km. Each MODIS instrument takes measurements over the entire globe every 1-2 days. Aqua was launched in May 2002 into a nearpolar, Sun-synchronous orbit with a 1330 local overpass time. It was the first member of the A-Train.
[12] In this study, we use three MODIS Collection 5 Level-2 data products: the cloud mask [Ackerman et al., 1998 ], the cloud optical depth [Platnick et al., 2003] , and the aerosol optical depth (AOD) [Remer et al., 2005] . The AOD product uses the first seven spectral bands (0.47-2.13 mm), while the cloud products use additional bands at infrared wavelengths. Recent validation studies indicate that the MODIS cloud mask performs well except over polar regions at night [Berendes et al., 2004; Ackerman et al., 2008] . The MODIS cloud mask follows a separate set of tests when the possibility of snow is detected. These snow-covered scenes are of particular interest to the current study. In their comparison with an arctic ground-based lidar and radar, Liu et al. [2004] report that during the day MODIS/Terra misidentifies 2.7% of cloudy scenes as clear sky and 6.9% clear-sky scenes as cloudy.
3. Climatology of Cloud-and Aerosol-Filtered Snow-Free Surface LER 3.1. Development of the Climatology
[13] The retrieval of surface reflectivity from OMI measurements requires accurate assessment of the fraction of TOA radiance that was reflected by atmospheric constituents versus the fraction from the surface. In particular, information is needed about clouds and aerosols, which are spatially inhomogeneous and significantly reflective. Because the OMI cloud and aerosol products depend on the a priori surface reflectivity, additional information is required to retrieve the surface reflectivity. In this study, the MODIS cloud and aerosol masks are used to determine the presence of clouds and aerosols within the OMI field of view. Using MODIS to screen the atmospheric constituents permits detection of clear-sky OMI scenes without the use of statistical methods to eliminate cloud and aerosol contamination, even when surface LER is unknown.
[14] We regrid the MODIS cloud mask onto a 0.25°× 0.25°grid for each orbit. All grid cells containing measurements flagged as cloudy or uncertain in the MODIS cloud mask are designated as cloudy. We account for horizontal displacement of the clouds during the time between the MODIS and OMI overpass (t MODIS-OMI ∼ 15 min) by flagging all grid squares, to which a cloud could have propagated, as potentially cloudy. We use the maximum tropospheric wind vectors (v max ) at the cloud location from the NASA Goddard Earth Observing System GEOS 5 assimilated meteorological data. For each cloudy grid cell, all grid cells up to a distance v max × t MODIS-OMI away in each direction are also flagged as contaminated. We similarly use the MODIS AOD product to screen for aerosol. All 0.25°g rid points containing a pixel with an AOD greater than 0.2 are flagged as contaminated and allowed to propagate to a distance v max × t MODIS-OMI . Lowering the tolerance for AOD to 0.05 yields no noticeable difference in the remaining results.
[15] We apply the cloud/aerosol mask to check each OMI pixel in the same orbit for possible contamination. OMI pixels that do not intersect a flagged cell are considered clear-sky scenes. OMI pixels that extend beyond the MODIS swath are rejected. We use this database of cloudand aerosol-filtered OMI scenes to create a climatology of surface reflectivity. For clear-sky scenes, the retrieval of the surface LER becomes a simple inversion of equation (1), where I TOA (R = 0) is equal to the Rayleigh scattering of the atmosphere.
[16] We use the scene LERs provided in the OMI Rotational Raman (OMCLDRR) cloud product [Joiner and Vasilkov, 2006] at 354 nm (346-354 nm) as measurements of surface LER for cloud-and aerosol-filtered scenes. When the OMCLDRR cloud fraction is less than 5%, the LER model is used (as opposed to the mixed LER approach) and an effective scene pressure is retrieved. This is the case for the majority of our cloud-free scenes; however, greater cloud fractions remain due to incorrect characterization of the surface reflectivity in the cloud retrieval. We eliminate scenes with retrieved pressures that differ by more than 100 hPa from the surface pressure to further exclude residual aerosols and clouds that prevent light from traveling through the full extent of the atmosphere (removes 23% of remaining measurements). We exclude data that are flagged as potentially affected by Sun glint (removes 24% of remaining measurements) and use the NISE data set to eliminate snow cover. Finally, we exclude outliers with scene LERs greater than 0.3 to eliminate residual snow cover and remaining occurrences of direct reflection. This last criterion removes 0.14% of the remaining measurements.
[17] Figure 1 shows the mean measured surface reflectivity using 3 years of data (2005, 2006, and 2007) at 0.5°× 0.5°r esolution. Ocean surface LERs are typically in the range of 0.05-0.10. The reflectivity of oceans is largely governed by suspended particles and phytoplankton since water itself absorbs weakly at UV wavelengths Koelemeijer et al., 2003] . Over land the surface LER is typically in the range of 0.01-0.10. Absorption by chlorophyll leads to vegetated regions being darker, whereas deserts are brighter (LERs up to 0.2). Shadowing in moun-tainous regions causes the LER to reach values near zero. White areas indicate where persistent cloud or aerosol lead to little or no data after filtering. Between 60°N and 60°S, 20% of the grid cells in Figure 1 contain less than 10 valid measurements.
[18] We estimate the precision on the values in Figure 1 by examining the variability of the measured LERs in each grid cell. Over land, the standard error of the mean is typically 0.005. This estimate includes contributions from the subpixel variation in surface LER and variation in the bidirectional reflectance function. Over oceans, where there are fewer measurements, the standard error increases to 0.01. Radiometric uncertainty additionally contributes to the total error.
Comparison With Existing Climatologies
[19] We use our cloud-and aerosol-filtered surface LER data set to evaluate three previous climatologies used in satellite retrievals of atmospheric constituents. derive surface LERs at 1°× 1.25°resolution based on minimum observed radiances in the 340-380 nm window from 14.5 years of TOMS data (henceforth referred to as TOMS MinLER). Koelemeijer et al. [2003] derive surface LERs at 1°× 1°resolution based on minimum observed radiances from GOME over a 5.5 year period (henceforth referred to as GOME MinLER). We interpolate between the GOME MinLER values at 335 and 380 nm to estimate the LERs at 354 nm before comparing to our cloud-and aerosol-filtered reflectivities. Kleipool et al. [2008] produce two climatologies of surface reflectivity at 0.5°× 0.5°resolution from 3 years of OMI radiances. The first climatology is also based on minimum observed radiances (henceforth referred to as OMI MinLER). They argue, however, that the minimum surface LER may not be the most appropriate value since the minimum could occur due to darkening by precipitation or shading from cloud or ground. Also, the minimum is likely to select the lowest value in the bidirectional reflectance distribution function (BRDF). For their second climatology (henceforth referred to as OMI LER), a histogram of measured scene LERs is created for each grid point around the globe. The surface LER is typically chosen as either the mode or the 1% cumulative probable value of the histogram. The OMI LER product allows for more than minimal seasonal snow cover. We ignore regions where this is permitted in our evaluation with our strictly snow-free climatology.
[20] We calculate the surface LERs from our cloud-free data set at the resolution of each of the four climatologies. We calculate monthly differences between our product and these previous climatologies and then average to produce seasonal and annual differences.
[21] Table 1 summarizes the comparison. All four of the annual global mean climatologies are within 0.01 of our cloud-and aerosol-filtered product. Our product is more consistent with the OMI LER product than the OMI Min-LER product. This supports the selection of surface LERs using a histogram rather than choosing the minimum. However, when scenes with more than minimal seasonal snow cover are included, the OMI LER is less consistent with our data set (mean difference, 0.01; standard deviation, 0.07). The GOME MinLER climatology is higher on average by 0.01 than our cloud-and aerosol-filtered product. A possible explanation is residual cloud in the GOME climatology that arises from the large pixel size and the relatively few measurements used in constructing the climatology. The 14.5 year data set used in the construction of the TOMS MinLER yields lower surface LERs than our cloud-and aerosol-filtered product. Differences in radiometric calibration could contribute to interinstrument differences. The difference in local overpass times between OMI (1345), TOMS (∼1200), and GOME (1030) is unlikely to explain the observed discrepancies since the OMI-TOMS difference is opposite in sign from the OMI-GOME difference. [22] Figure 2 shows the mean seasonal differences in surface LER between our product and three of the previous climatologies; OMI MinLER is omitted. Differences with the OMI LER climatology for remote oceans are typically within 0.01, while coastal OMI LER values tend to be lower by up to 0.03. Vegetated regions over land are generally higher in the OMI LER product by 0.01-0.02. In regions where higher dust loading is expected [Miller et al., 2006] , the OMI LER is generally lower by 0.01-0.03. Suspended dust lowers the apparent reflectivity Torres et al., 1998 ] and could contribute to the difference. Although we screen for aerosols using MODIS AOD and by neglecting measurements with high scene pressures, persistent thin aerosol layers could still affect our product. This implies the difference between OMI LER and the true LER could be even larger. The GOME and TOMS MinLER climatologies are distinctly lower in areas of enhanced dust aerosol. In particular, TOMS MinLER is lower by more then Koelemeijer et al. [2003] using GOME data (1030 overpass) for 1995-2000. We perform a linear interpolation between 335 and 380 nm to produce a GOME MinLER data set at 354 nm. TOMS MinLER was compiled by using TOMS/Nimbus 7 data (period 104.15 min, near noon overpass) between 340 and 380 nm for the years 1979-1993. Koelemeijer et al. [2003] at 1°× 1°resolution based on 5 years of GOME measurements (interpolated 354 nm). (right) A comparison to the climatology of at 1°× 1.25°resolution based on 14.5 years of TOMS measurements (360 nm). White locations on the map that indicate less than five suitable measurements were available in that season over the 3 year period. Differences in white space arise from resolution. 0.1 over the deserts of Saudi Arabia between March and August. GOME MinLER is higher for oceans by up to 0.04. Seasonal snow cover could contribute to the discrepancies at northern high latitudes where GOME MinLER is up to 0.1 higher.
Climatology of Snow-Covered Surface LER
[23] Here we develop a climatology of snow-covered surface LER and examine its dependence on season and vegetation before comparing with previous climatologies.
Data Set Development
[24] We first evaluate the usefulness of using the NISE data set to determine if an OMI scene is snow covered by comparing the snow flag to collocated ground-based measurements of snow depth. Snow-on-ground data are from the Canadian Daily Climate Data collected by Environment Canada (http://climate.weatheroffice.ec.gc.ca/) at the Calgary and Edmonton airports. These cities were chosen for the homogeneity of the surrounding land (no nearby large bodies of water) and occurrence of both snow-covered and snow-free scenes. The ground-based measurements are determined to be collocated with the OMI measurement if the OMI pixel center is within 0.5°(∼50 km) of the airport. We divide snow depths into three categories: snow free, thin snow (up to 5 cm), and thick snow (more than 5 cm.) Data from the months of November, December, January, February, and March of 2005 and 2006 (10 months in total) are used in this comparison. This corresponds to a total of 8173 OMI pixels, 53% flagged as dry snow and 47% flagged as snow free. Snow cover data for April were unavailable for most airports.
[25] Table 2 shows the fraction of ground-based observations which fall into each of the three snow depth categories as a function of the NISE snow flag. Only 6% of the measurements with the NISE dry snow classification showed no snow on ground for that day at the nearby airport. However, for measurements with the snow-free classification, 69% had at least some snow on ground for that day at the nearby airport and 20% had snow depths of more than 5 cm. We conclude that the NISE dry snow classification is a good indication that a scene contains snow but that the snow-free classification is unreliable in regions that could contain seasonal snow cover. Spatial sampling bias is an unlikely explanation. Increasing the collocation criteria to 0.1°(∼10 km) decreases to 5% (215 observations) the fraction of dry snow scenes with no snow on ground but increases to 74% (207 observations) the fraction of snowfree scenes with at least some snow on ground.
[26] We develop a data set of snow-covered surface reflectivity by using the mean surface LER viewed by OMI for scenes that are cloud free, as determined with the MODIS cloud mask, and snow covered, as flagged in the OMI product according to the NISE data set.
[27] Figure 3 (top) shows the mean observed LER of seasonal snow covered lands at 354 nm. The resulting LER depends strongly on the local vegetation type. The transition from the northern Canadian boreal forest (LER ∼ 0.4) through the taiga to the arctic tundra (LER ∼ 0.9) demonstrates the role of tall vegetation in masking the highly reflective snow [Moody et al., 2007] . The prairies of central North America and Asia are highly reflective (LER ∼ 0.8).
Mountainous regions, such as the Tibetan Plateau, exhibit non-Lambertian behavior and have low LERs (∼0.1) even when snow is present. Low LER values in the southeastern United States may arise from transient snow and a temporal mismatch of a few days between the SSM/I and OMI observations.
[28] Strict cloud screening leads to the rejection of nearly all OMI data over many locations in winter months. To increase the spatial extent of our data set, we relax the cloud screening algorithm. Our cloud-filtered data set is extended by only designating grid cells as contaminated if they contain clouds with optical depths greater than one. We account for the horizontal displacement of these optically thick clouds as before.
[29] Figure 3 (bottom) shows the mean surface LERs calculated using this relaxed cloud screening criteria. The LERs from this expanded data set are similar to those from the strictly cloudless data though the spatial coverage is improved. Forested regions have mean LERs as low as 0.3 even in the presence of snow. We examined the effect of relaxing the cloud screening criteria by comparing the newly accepted LER measurements to those that are part of the strictly cloud-free data set. The two data sets typically agree to within 0.05. Exceptions are over the bright prairies where clouds reduce the LER by approximately 0.1 and over the Tibetan Plateau where clouds increase the surface LER by approximately 0.15.
[30] We examine the temporal variability in the snowcovered LER to estimate the potential of using the expanded data set as a reliable measure of the snow-covered surface reflectivity. Standard deviations of the LERs throughout Canada and Russia are typically less than 0.15. These low standard deviations indicate that the surface reflectivity of snow-covered surfaces is represented within 10%-20%. Higher standard deviations of up to 0.3 to the south indicate that snow-covered surface reflectivity is difficult to predict in regions with thin or transient snow.
Sensitivity to Vegetation
[31] Here we examine the dependence of our expanded snow-covered surface LER data set on the underlying vegetation type. We use the MODIS land cover product (MOD12C1) to determine the percentage of each International Geosphere-Biosphere Programme (IGBP) land cover type in each grid cell. We mask mountainous regions due to their non-Lambertian behavior. We then estimate the reflectivity of the various snow-covered land types in two different ways. The first method uses only pixels containing at least 95% of a single vegetation type. The second uses the maximum land cover type of each grid cell. This corresponds to the land cover type that occupies the largest fraction of the grid cell.
[32] Table 3 shows the LER of the snow-covered land types calculated in these two different ways. The differences between the mean LERs using the two methods reflect both the low sampling over some land cover types and the complex interaction of the vegetation types in determining the overall optical properties of the surface. The large variation with vegetation type has been well documented [Robinson and Kukla, 1985; Arola et al., 2003; Tanskanen and Manninen, 2007] . This is due to the tops of the vegetation that extend beyond the snow-covered surface, thus partially obscuring the highly reflective snow from the satellite instrument [Moody et al., 2007] .
[33] the MODIS land cover product. Moody et al. [2007] provide snow-covered albedo estimates for various maximum land types. Their results are consistent with ours with the exception of the albedo over deciduous broadleaf forests. This land cover type is the least sampled in our data set and may not be well represented.
Seasonal Variation
[34] The reflectivity of snow-covered lands further depends on several factors that change with time. We assess the seasonal variation of the snow-covered surface LERs using the monthly mean from grid cells that contain data for all 6 months, November through April.
[35] Figure 4 shows the observed mean seasonal variation in LER of snow-covered surfaces in the Northern Hemisphere. Reflectivity increases until January and then decreases through to April. The reflectivity of snow increases with solar zenith angle ; however, Arola et al. [2003] argue that snow depth is the most crucial parameter in determining variation in the surface reflectivity. Deposition of soot and increase in grain size also lower the reflectivity of snow as it ages . During the melting season, the LER drops by 0.1, likely due to decreases in snow depth. Temporal mismatch between OMI and SSM/I may further contribute to the decrease in reflectivity.
Comparison With Existing Climatologies
[36] Figure 5 shows the difference between our snowcovered surface reflectivity database versus the three previous climatologies in winter months. GOME and TOMS MinLER are, by design, measures of the surface LER under conditions of minimal snow cover. This leads to both climatologies being lower than our snow-covered surface reflectivities. The OMI LER product allows for more than minimal snow cover in their surface reflectivities leading to LERs that are more consistent with our snow-covered surface LERs. However, regions such as the plains of south central Canada remain with large differences because of irregular but highly reflective snow cover. Locations where our snow-covered surface LER data set is lower than the OMI LER product, such as the Pacific coast of Canada and Eastern Europe, could indicate cloud contamination in the OMI LER product in winter months, since the surface reflectivity is expected to be at a maximum when snow is present.
[37] The large differences between our snow-covered product and all three previous climatologies demonstrate the difficulty in using a single value for the surface LER, in regions where seasonal snow cover is potentially present. It is therefore desirable to have two separate LERs in retrievals of atmospheric constituents: one for the snow-free case and one for the snow-covered case.
UV-Vis Trace Gas Retrievals Over Snow
[38] Trace gas retrievals using solar backscatter over regions of seasonal snow often are considered unreliable due to the difficulty in detecting snow, the uncertainty in its reflectivity, and the difficulty in detecting clouds in the The IGBP percentage land types are taken from the MODIS land cover product. The first method (95%) uses only grid squares containing at least 95% of a single land type to infer the mean LER. The second method (Max Vegetation) uses the maximum land cover type for each grid square. Results from two other sources are presented for comparison.
presence of snow. Should these difficulties be overcome, a snow-covered scene provides a better trace gas measurement than a snow-free scene. We explore the effect of snow on UV-Vis trace gas retrievals using tropospheric NO 2 as an example.
[39] Our snow-covered surface LER database is measured at 354 nm, whereas the OMI NO 2 retrieval is centered on 435 nm. However, the wavelength difference is of little consequence for our analysis due to the weak spectral dependence of snow in the UV-Vis. Feister and Grewe [1995] report that the albedo of a thin snow layer (2 cm) on grass rises from 0.656 at 350 nm to 0.678 at 440 nm. In the data set compiled by Kleipool et al. [2008] , we find a mean difference of 0.006 between the surface reflectivities at 354 and 440 nm in regions where snow is observed.
[40] Figure 6 shows the effect of surface reflectivity on the random error in the AMF for tropospheric NO 2 . Tropospheric AMFs are calculated for each surface reflectivity using a modeled NO 2 profile over the city of Edmonton, Canada. The tropospheric column errors are then generated using the formulation of Wenig et al. [2008] . Error in the tropospheric AMF is often the dominant term in polluted regions. Figure 6 indicates that for cloud-free scenes over cities the random error in the tropospheric AMF decreases from 25% over a nonreflective surface to 3% over a surface with a reflectivity of 0.4. This improvement is due to the increased sensitivity to the lower atmosphere, where the majority of the NO 2 column is located.
[41] Figure 7 shows the OMI tropospheric NO 2 column (including NO 2 below cloud) from the standard product [Bucsela et al., 2006] over the cities of Calgary and Edmonton for the three different snow-on-ground categories described in section 4.1. OMI NO 2 columns over thick snow are 60% larger than those over snow-free surfaces. NO 2 columns in conditions reported as completely cloudy are a factor of four larger than those for cloud-free conditions. We compare to hourly in situ measurements taken at various locations in the two cities as part of the National Air Pollution Surveillance (NAPS) network. In contrast, these ground-based measurements exhibit only 13% higher NO 2 Figure 6 . Random AMF error versus surface reflectivity for tropospheric NO 2 over Edmonton, Canada. [Kleipool et al., 2008] , (middle) surface reflectivity from GOME (interpolated 354 nm) [Koelemeijer et al., 2003] , and (bottom) surface reflectivity from TOMS (360 nm) .
concentrations over thick snow compared to snow free and have no trend (r = 0.15) with reported cloud fraction. The bias arises from both false cloud detection and underestimates in surface reflectivity as discussed below. Errors in the a priori surface reflectivity will introduce errors in the OMI cloud fraction retrieval, so we make the distinction between the cloud fractions reported in the OMI product and real cloud fractions.
[42] The surface LER affects the AMF calculation both directly and through the cloud retrieval. Both of these aspects need to be considered when correcting the NO 2 retrieval over snow for errors in the a priori surface LER. We address the direct effect by using our climatology of snowcovered surface LERs and the cloud effect by only using scenes from our expanded cloud-free data set. For each of these cloud-free scenes, two AMFs are calculated at 440 nm. The first is calculated with the original surface LER and reported cloud fraction. The second (corrected) AMF is calculated using our snow-covered surface LER and a cloud fraction of zero. Relative differences in these two AMFs are used to infer relative biases in the tropospheric NO 2 column for scenes flagged as snow covered. Both OMI NO 2 retrievals (standard and DOMINO) currently use the same cloud and surface LER data so our results are applicable to both products.
[43] Figure 8 (top) shows the mean relative bias in the OMI NO 2 retrieval over snow. Retrievals over highly reflective snow-covered grasslands overestimate the tropospheric NO 2 column by more than 100%. These regions exhibit large underestimates of the surface reflectivity for snow-covered scenes (Figure 5 ), which leads to underestimates in the sensitivity to NO 2 in the lower atmosphere. This, in turn, leads to overestimates in the total NO 2 column. Elsewhere, blue regions in Figure 8 (top) reveal underestimates in the NO 2 columns over snow that arise from overestimates in the surface LER. Snow-related bias in the NO 2 retrieval is smaller in the northernmost regions where snow cover is better represented.
[44] Though only cloud-free scenes (as inferred from MODIS) are used in this analysis, nonzero cloud fractions are commonly reported in the OMICLDO2 product due to errors in the a priori surface LER. In snow-covered regions, the lack of contrast between cloud and surface exacerbates this problem. We find that any cloud fraction can be reported in OMICLDO2, even for MODIS-determined cloudfree scenes. In a typical study of mean NO 2 columns, scenes with cloud fractions greater than a certain threshold (for example, 0.3 or 0.5) are rejected to ensure sensitivity to the surface in all measurements.
[45] Figure 8 (bottom) shows the mean bias in the OMI tropospheric NO 2 retrieval for (MODIS determined) cloudfree scenes when an OMI cloud fraction threshold of 0.3 is applied. The overestimates evident in Figure 8 (top) are reduced to less than 20%. This is because an underestimate of the surface reflectivity yields an overestimate in the cloud fraction, which increases the likelihood that the scene will be rejected as cloudy. The low biased regions in Figure 8 (top) are, however, largely unaltered because an overestimate in surface reflectivity will ensure a cloud fraction of zero is reported. Though this study is confined to cloud-free scenes, the trend of underestimating NO 2 in regions where the surface reflectivity is overestimated and rejecting scenes where the surface reflectivity is underestimated will persist for most partially cloudy scenes. This implies that mean NO 2 columns tend to be underestimated over snow-covered surfaces where the surface LER is poorly characterized. Future cloud and trace gas retrievals would benefit from a separate surface LER database for snow-covered scenes. The general effects found here for NO 2 should be similar for other trace gas retrievals in the UV-Vis.
Conclusion
[46] We have created a database of surface reflectivity at 354 nm using observations from two satellite instruments in the A-Train. MODIS/Aqua observations were used to identify and exclude scenes contaminated by cloud and aerosol. OMI observations of the resultant clear-sky scenes were used to determine the Lambertian equivalent reflectivity (LER) of both snow-free and snow-covered lands. We applied this database to evaluate previous surface LER climatologies from TOMS, GOME, and OMI. Our snow-free cloud-and aerosol-filtered surface LERs, where available, agree well (mean difference, 0.0002; standard deviation, 0.011) with the OMI LER [Kleipool et al., 2008] climatology. Differences of up to 0.05 remain over regions with a large dust influence. Other climatologies which select the minimum observed LER as the surface LER, exhibit greater discrepancies (mean difference >0.002; standard deviation >0.02) versus our cloud-and aerosol-filtered data set.
[47] Our analysis focused on LER, as currently used in OMI retrievals. In reality, the surface reflectivity has angular dependence. An improved description of the surface reflectivity, which better characterizes the bidirectional reflectance function, should improve future retrievals using solar backscatter.
[48] We evaluated surface LER characteristics for snowcovered lands at 354 nm. Our snow-covered surface reflectivity database depends strongly on the underlying vegetation. Surface LERs range from 0.3 for some forested regions to 0.8 over shrubland. The mean LER of snowcovered lands in the Northern Hemisphere increases by 0.1 from November to January and decreases by 0.1 through March. None of the previous climatologies used in trace gas retrievals agree well with our mean snow-covered surface LERs in winter months. This is largely by design as TOMS MinLER and GOME MinLER report the surface LERs for minimum snow cover. OMI LER allows for a contribution to the surface LER by snow, but this leads to some cloud contamination in winter months. Furthermore, including seasonal snow in the climatological surface LER leads to ambiguity in surface LER and therefore in trace gas retrievals over snow. We propose the use of a separate surface LER database for snow-covered scenes.
[49] We investigated the effect of seasonal snow cover on UV-Vis trace gas retrievals using NO 2 as an example. The weak spectral dependence of snow in the UV-Vis allows application of our data set at 354 nm for OMI NO 2 retrievals at 440 nm. OMI NO 2 retrievals over central Canada exhibit dependence on cloud and snow that is inconsistent with in situ measurements. Underestimates in the snow-covered surface reflectivity lead to overestimates in the OMI NO 2 and cloud fraction retrievals, even when no clouds are present in the field of view of the instrument. These scenes tend to get rejected by cloud fraction filters due to the overestimated cloud fractions. Conversely, overestimates of the surface reflectivity lead to underestimates in both the OMI NO 2 and cloud fraction retrievals. These scenes are then preferentially accepted by cloud fraction filters because of the artificially low cloud fractions. The net effect is that NO 2 columns tend to be underestimated over seasonal snow-covered lands if a cloud fraction filter is applied. Random errors in the surface reflectivity will also lead to systematic underestimates in the NO 2 column when a cloud fraction filter is used. This is because scenes where the surface reflectivity is underestimated tend to underestimate NO 2 and are preferentially selected by the cloud fraction filter.
[50] If well characterized, snow increases the sensitivity of UV-Vis retrievals to trace gases in the lower troposphere. However, snow detection is challenging, and we find that the NISE snow-free classification is less reliable for OMI scenes in regions containing thin snow cover. OMI products could benefit from the use of a validated data set such as the MODIS snow cover product [Hall and Riggs, 2007] . Emerging snow/ice/cloud data from SCIAMACHY [Krijger et al., 2005; Lotz et al., 2009] may be useful for future work. We did not explore the effects of scenes that are incorrectly flagged (either as snow covered or snow free) on the retrieved mean NO 2 columns. In addition, partially cloudy scenes could be affected to a different degree than the clearsky scenes used in our comparisons. For these reasons, our results should only be used as guidelines for assessing the effect of snow on the OMI NO 2 retrieval and not as a quantitative measure of the overall bias due to snow. Future satellite missions to measure trace gases using solar backscatter would benefit from additional discrete spectral bands at longer wavelengths to improve discrimination between cloud and snow.
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